Treatment Equipments

We have quality products in Treatment Equipments.
All our models are efficient and display quality in
Physiotherapy Equipments.
IMI - 3111: EXAMINATION COUCH

(Wooden)

Foam rubber padded top, size 72" x
24", upholstered with rexine & had
adjustable back rest of 18" length which
can be adjusted in height for desired
position. Two drawers and one writting
board is provided underneath the top.
Top is mounted on strudily built well
polished hardwood legs. Total height
31".
[Request Quotation / More info...]
IMI - 3115: HIGH-LOW TREATMENT TABLE

(Electrical)

Electric, variable height, three section
table is suitable for all
treatments,including manipulation Both
ends elevats so that the back or legs
can be raised without turning the
patient. One end also lower -20 deg. for
some postural drainage & manipulation
techniques and more comfortable
sitting.
The foam padded top is 195 cm long
and 70 cm wide. Table height is
adjustable from 50 cm to 90 cm.
Frame-work in light blue oven baked
finished.
[Request Quotation / More info...]
IMI - 3118: HI-LOW MAT PLATFORM

(Floor)

This HI-LOW Mat-Platform is ideal for
range of motion, transfer, strength
building and other active therapies.
Platform with height adjustment and
adjustable backrest makes delivering
therapy easier on the therapist.

[Request Quotation / More info...]
SPECIFICATIONS:
*Frame-Work: Square tube constructed, with wide base and finished
oven baked enamel.
*Height Adjustment: Electrically Adjustable with a Hand swicth from
51cm to 95cm.
*Mat Platform: Foam padded, with adjustable Back-rest, Size 120cm x
210cm.
*Motor System: Imported with vibration free movement. Weight
capacity 120 kgs.
*Power: 220 V AC.
IMI - 3120: TILT TABLE

(Manual)

Manually operated Tilt Table comes with
Three wide straps to hold the patient.
Works to standing position manually
with worm gear arrangement. Range of
tilt is calibrated from 0-90 deg.
The uphosltered table top is 61cm wide
x 195cm long x 80cm high and is fitted
on heavy duty 35mm square steel tube
legs. Mounted on four lockable 10cm
dia. wheels for mobility. Table comes
complete with an Utility Tray & Two
Gripping Handles for A.D.L. activities.
Frame beautifully finshed in oven baked
light blue shade.
[Request Quotation / More info...]
IMI - 3121: TILT TABLE

(Electric operated)

Electrically operated Tilt Table with
foam padded top, provided with three
straps to hold the patient. Heavy duty
motor provides silent and smooth lifting
action with push button control
switches. Range of tilt is calibrated from
0 - 90 degrees.
The table top is 61cm wide x 195cm
long x 80cm high, and is fitted on a
heavy duty tubular steel frame with
four locking wheels of 10 cm dia. for
easy mobility. Table comes complete
with an Utility Tray and gripping handle
for ADL activity. Full 90 degree of tilt
plus negative facility also Steel frame
oven baked finish.
Works on 220 V AC.
[Request Quotation / More info...]
IMI - 3125: ACTIVITY MATTRESS
All purpose lightweight mat of high
density foam, protects body during
exercises. The floor mat size 120cm x
190cm x 10cm is covered with nylon
cloth & sewn with superior strength
nylon thread. Loops on sides are
provided for hanging on wall.
Excellent for aerobics and light
exercises.
[Request Quotation / More info...]
IMI - 3141: VARUN CONTINUOUS PASSIVE MOTION UNIT

(L/E)

The CPM is designed for lower extremities (Knee & Hip), to stimulate
the healing of cartilage in addition to the reduction of post operative

swelling and pain. The solid state circuitry control panel with highly
visual LED Digital readouts allows Flexing and Extending a joint
through a pre-fixed range of motion and time.
Proper fit of Calf and Thigh lengths are easily achieved. The necessary
limb support provides a comfortable surface for prolonged contact and
are washable in cold water. The light weight unit is constructed of
Aluminium Sheet and is fitted with carrying Handle and Bed fixing
clamps.
[Request Quotation / More info...]
SPECIFICATIONS:
*Flexion Angle: Digital display of Flextion & Extension Angles. 0 to 108
deg.
*Timer: Digital Timer upto 99 minuts.
*Angle Adjustment: Two Inching knobs to adjust starting angle.
*Speed: Fixed single speed.
*Right or Left Leg can be exercised by little adjustments.
*Patient Safety: Patient safety switch provided.
IMI - 3142: PANKAJ CONTINUOUS PASSIVE MOTION UNIT

(U/E)

The PANKAJ CPM is designed for upper
extremities (Elbow ), to stimulate the
healing of cartilage in addition to the
reduction of post operative swelling &
pain. The solid state circuitry control
panel with highly visual LED digital
readouts, allows the Flexing &
Extending an Elbow joint through a prefixed range of Motion & Time. Wrist
rotation and Wrist roll movement can
also be achieved. Unit is fitted on
mobile Electrical Jack to adjust height
according to patient's requirement. The
necessary limb supports provide a
comfortable surface for prolonged
contact. Comes with necessary
accessories for Supination & Pronation,
Wrist Roll and Elbow passive motions.
[Request Quotation / More info...]
SPECIFICATIONS:
-Flexion Angles: Adjustable from 0 - 160 degree & displayed by
Bargraph.

-Inching: Flexion or Extension Starting position can be set by
switches.
-Timer: Digitally displayed, 0 - 99 minuts.
-Height Adjustment: Electrically, by Push button switches.
-Right or Left arm can be exercised by little adjustments.
-Safety: Patient hand held safety switch.

